FAQ about becoming a Stampin’ Up! Demonstrator
What will I do as a demonstrator?
Simply put SHARE! Share your love and enjoyment of paper crafting through classes,
workshops and other events.
Will I receive any training or support down the road?
When you become a demonstrator you have the full support and training of Stampin’ Up!
and myself. Stampin’ Up! conducts both in person and online training sessions, regional
events and a yearly convention. They also offer a Demonstrator Support phone line,
monthly magazine, demonstrator only website and training DVD’s.
When you become a demonstrator you will also be joining my team of demonstrators
both local and from across the country. All team members have access to the team only
blog, a monthly technique and business meeting, as well as, access to all of my class
ideas and instructions. Initially I will meet with you one on one or over the phone to
conduct your New Demonstrator Training and I am always just a phone call or email
away.
How






do I make money as a demonstrator?
20% of Customer Sales
Volume Rebates for monthly sales over $500 (5% to 20% more of customer sales)
Downline Overides
Class Fees
Class Kits

Do I have to recruit?
No this is a choice based on what type of demonstrator you’d like to be.
What are the minimum sales requirements?
To remain a demonstrator you will need to sell a minimum of $300 per calendar quarter.
If you become a demonstrator in the middle of a quarter you are not required to meet the
minimum until the following quarter.
Do I have to stock product?
No! In fact Stampin’ Up! does not allow demonstrators to keep extra product for sale.
You only place an order once someone has placed an order with you and you’ve received
payment for the order.
Where will I get project ideas?
This is definitely one area you needn’t worry about. Stampin’ Up! has several idea
resources for demonstrators online, in their monthly magazine, in the Idea Book &
Catalog and in the starter kit video. There are also several other online resources I can
point you too, as well as, national magazines. As part of my team you will have access to
all of my projects and their instructions or recipes and Stampin’ Up! Demonstrators are
known for their willingness to share with one another.

Many people fall into the trap of thinking they have to come up with their own, original
ideas and this simply is not the case. It is more than okay to copy projects from any of
these resources.
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